
Proof of Value

Conversational AI
solution with
Azure OpenAI
Discover the value of a ChatGPT chatbot
with your own company data. 
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Knowledge Base

Define your data sources
from which the chatbot can

extract knowledge 

Search

Make sure the chatbot is
fed with the most relevant

information from the
knowledge base

Chat

Feed the chatbot with user
questions and the retrieved

relevant information and
generate automated

answers

Front End

Make sure the chat
functionality is  user friendly,

easily accessible,
 nice to the eye, etc.

Monitor chatbot performance, track user satisfaction, gain insights in useability, etc. MLops

Conversational AI Building Blocks

Benefits

Improve 
operational 
efficiency

Reducing
Administrative
Overhead

Improve 
customer 
experience

Save valuable time and ensure
employees have quick access to  
information they need to perform
their tasks effectively.

Implement conversational AI
technology to automate tasks in
certain fields of your company. 

Increasing customer expectations
drive many organizations to
implement conversational AI
solutions. 



READ MORE ABOUT OUR SOLUTIONS

SCOPING DATA GATHERING

We gather data, including
ingesting documents,  

perform data analysis &
establish a vector database.

FRONT END DEVELOPMENT

Build a functional chatbot
as a stand-alone web

app.

CHATBOT CONFIGURATION

We build a flow for Q&A using
Azure OpenAI,

refine chatbot interaction for
optimal responses and implement
MLOps for model management,

serving, and data collection.

INFRASTRUCTURE SETUP

We deploy several Azure
services to deliver an

infrastructure that is suited for
developing a chatbot.

We listen to your needs and define
the most valuable use case. After
scoping the use case, we offer you
a tailor made effort estimate for a

Chatbot Proof of Value.  

EVALUATION

We define evaluation criteria and
provide a performance evaluation

procedure to test the chatbot
accordingly.

Together we plan next steps to bring
your Chatbot into production. 

Deploy the PoV in
production Expand ChatBot 

Improve ChatBot with
more feedback
functionalities 

Our Approach
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...

Next Steps?

Get inspired and discover what's possible with Data & AI for your company

...


